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Fans of Mystery and World War II History
Will Find Amy Prowers Search and Adventure Worth Reading
The Last Request, a Global Mystery Set in the Balkans, Mexico, and North Africa, is About a
Daughter’s Search to Locate the Real Shroud of Turin
DENVER, CO - I wrote The Last Request to show how events that happen with seemly no impact
on a person’s life, can change the direction of a life. The novel is about a daughter’s search to
locate the real Shroud of Turin.
At her dead father’s last request, Amy Prowers goes to the Balkans to find the real Shroud of
Turin hidden by her father during World War II. With two other men, they copied the Shroud and
hid the real one in the Gracanica Monastery. Today only an elderly monk knows where. In
Mexico, the Mayans, old Nazis from World War II, and North African leaders, disrupt her search.
Often when a parent dies, there is a request left unanswered.
In The Last Request, finding the real shroud is the request.
The Last Request (Meroe Press, First Edition 2017, ISBN 978-0998973432, $17.95) is available in
hardcover, paperback, and eBook on Amazon at https://amzn.com/0998973432
For questions about bulk orders or the author’s speaking availability, contact KBurlake@gmail.com

About the Author
Katherine qualified as one of the first women Air Force Officers to attend the
Air Force Navy Intelligence School and serve in the Vietnam War. Living in
Thailand, England, and Germany led her to the Department of State and
Broadcasting Board of Governors reporting on embassy operations globally.
She has traveled to over 130 countries including Afghanistan and Iraq.
Katherine has been published in the Macguffin, The Face of War: A Baghdad Woman.
Her vast experiences plus her four years in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia working in
the embassy bring in the trench experiences to her engaging novels.

About the Book
Everyone has a past. The adventure follows Amy Prowers from Mexico to the Balkans
to find the answer to her father’s last request. It follows the ambition of a North African
leader to unite the desert tribes and the Coptic to rule from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Red Sea.
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